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                                                            The Path of Initiation 
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                                              Getting to the Bedrock of our Karma 
 

 

 

            Beloved El Morya would like to discourse with us today on a particular topic, and that is 

the path of initiation. And he'd like us to know that many people avoid the confrontation with the 

dweller and like Adam and Eve, seek to hide from God, from Lord Maitreya. 

 

            There comes a time when we must step forward to be initiated, and there is a certain 

sense of reservation when we are at that point where we must take the next step on our path of 

initiation. And each new step is a new spiral and is a point of initiation where something new is 

initiated, is begun. The path of initiation, which we've all been walking for thousands and tens of 

thousands and maybe even hundreds of thousands of years, is one that is a spiral. It is truly a 

golden ratio spiral of light. 

 

            And when we come to various points on the spiral where, in order to have the thrust to 

take the next turn and to move higher, we must come into confrontation with or must move into a 

new energy field, there's a reluctance that sets in, because of the dweller that does not want the 

initiation. [It] does not want the exposure, does not want the light, does not want to learn and to 

grow and to move into this higher field of awareness, because it's comfortable where it is. It has 

a certain power over us in that comfortability, in that station in life. 

 

            And this pattern sets in especially in our older years when we think we know certain 

things, we have a grip on our lives, we have a certain stability and a comfortability in our 

physical body and our world where we think we know what's best. And yet God is our initiator, 

Maitreya is our initiator, and if we are to move into ever new spirals of higher consciousness, we 

have to seek it out. And those who are the ones who seek and welcome initiation are the ones 

who become the adepts. 

 

            If you are always hiding from initiation or are not willing to move into this higher stream 

of consciousness, if you don't have that willingness of the first ray of the will of God, then it's 

problematic for your soul. There's a malaise that sets in. There is, as Mark Prophet talked about 

it, a rut. And the difference between a rut and a grave is not much, if you are stuck in that rut. If 

you want the higher path and if you want the path of initiation you have to be willing to go 



through, to absorb, to accept and to be moved by the energies of God that the universe will 

deliver to you on your personal path in the spiral that you have chosen as your initiatic path. 

 

            Now in our Declaration of Spiritual Freedom,¹ the 800-word document, we say that we 

honor each person's spiritual rate of development where they seek that initiatic path, and we do 

not judge another's path. We can only really focus on our own and what we are willing to do. We 

honor every person's opportunity to choose, and their free-will choices. 

 

            El Morya says that many of us are moving into tighter spirals and going up the mountain 

to the point where the spiral, the coil, gets more tight and therefore our tests become more subtle. 

We're dealing with ancient patterns and records, because as we rise up and the coil gets tighter 

that way, there's a concurrent cone that goes deep into the subconscious, into the electronic belt, 

that is also carving out the most ancient patterns of the dweller that has wound itself around the 

core of our identity and our being. And Kuthumi has talked about this also in his dictations. 

 

            So we are dealing with bedrock stuff on our initiatic path if we really want our ascension 

and we want to balance 100% of our karma and we want to resolve all of our issues and our 

psychology. Some people—when they begin to experience the dread and the uncomfortability of 

the tightening of this coil whereby the dweller is exposed and there is a pressing out from within 

of the darkness—almost go insane because they don't know how to handle it. They don't know 

what to do. Even though intellectually they've been given the tools to deal with the confrontation 

and the initiatic path, they either forget or they haven't become so fiery in their determination to 

withstand and to accept what is coming that they can become untethered to reality and to that 

which is required to move higher on the spiral to make it all the way to the summit. And you 

know that some people can even leave the path right before the acme or the apex of attainment. 

 

            And the confrontation will come with your dweller. Celeste Miller has beautifully spoken 

of this during one of the recent Meru classes. And we all will come to that point. And for some it 

is the point of the ultimate surrender of the lesser self. For some it doesn't happen maybe as one 

final battle, so to speak, but it's a graded and a graduated initiatic path. God prefers the gentler 

way. But when we have ignored lifetime after lifetime and initiation after initiation the obvious 

test that we must pass that we have failed—going back to our first leaving off of the path of 

initiation with Maitreya and the mystery school—then the opportunity is presented to us, and 

God tempers the wind to the shorn lamb. He always desires to make things as easy as possible 

for us. But when we ignore and we do not listen and we do not obey, then that's when this more 

intense initiation and confrontation may occur. 

 

            Some people that I've seen in my many years in the previous organization and now even 

in The Hearts Center come to this point of the confrontation. And what happens is the inside of 

you is turned inside out. And the things that are deep within your subconscious in the core—not 

the core of your identity as God but the core of the dweller—are flipped inside out and they 

come to the surface almost like boils, and they have to be resolved. 

 

            And actually this can be painful or it can be a blessing based on your amount of 

surrender, your amount of acceptance and your ability to say to God, "I am willing to go through 

this. I will weather the storm. I will take my initiations. I will accept what you bring to me on a 



daily basis. And when things get rough and the tests really are difficult and it's like my finals 

before graduation, I know that I must study. I know that I have to recapitulate all of these lesser 

tests and then take my orals or take my finals or fulfill my dissertation and come before the 

Board and argue in defense of the light that I've garnered of God within my being and then, not 

argue in a negative sense, but, debate and argue on behalf of the God within. Then I will pass this 

initiation, I will move forward, I will fulfill my fiery destiny." 

 

            It is very easy then, when the confrontation comes and you have ignored it many 

times,  for the initiation to seem more like a karmic return or more like the hammer, the letter of 

the law. But really this is only because we have ignored [our lessons] in the past and we haven't 

listened. We haven't lovingly and joyously embraced all that comes our way. And I've seen this 

in myself. I've seen this many times in this lifetime where I have tried to avoid the Guru or the 

Messenger or certain initiations. But then when the test came and I was chastised or something 

was pointed out to me of unreality in my being, it was difficult at that point. 

 

            But if I listened, if I accepted, if I obeyed the guru and I reflected on what was being 

pointed out to me and I moved with that initiation and I allowed the stream of the fire to carve 

out the unreality from my being and then simply rested in the knowingness that the guru knows 

best— God through the guru knows exactly what I need—and I moved in that field, I was always 

blessed on the other side of the initiation. And it was painful to the lesser self going through it, 

but on the other side and having gone through it I always praised God that God loved me enough 

to chastise me and to tell me directly what needed to be done so that I could have my victory. 

 

            I've seen people, when the inside is exposed, turn on the voice of divine reason through 

the Messenger or through the guru and blame and basically project onto the one sent all of the 

unreality within them that they now have to eject outside of themselves because they can't handle 

it. They cannot deal with that because they haven't embraced it and moved into the initiation and 

accepted it and really decided that, come what may, they will go through this process of 

transmutation and of self-change. 

 

            And this is really a difficult thing to see, when people do this, because it is so damaging 

to the initiatic path within them. And in some cases people settle for less. They settle for the old 

ways that were more comfortable. They look at every possible thing that they can see outside of 

themselves that they don't like within the guru or the Messenger or other people. [And] they then 

try to hang, like a hat, onto that individual or that initiation or that situation the blame for what 

really is their own stuff that they must work through in order to grow. 

 

            And so they will analyze, they'll revolve, they will—ad infinitum and ad nauseam— 

regurgitate all this stuff that is really their own and try to hang it somewhere so that they don't 

have to transmute it and really have it consumed permanently so that the light within that initiatic 

step on their path really shines forth and the dark seed within that they have embraced in the past 

is transmuted and the light within that then emerges. 

 

            So this is a very interesting dynamic that occurs, and it is occurring within many of us 

right now. And no one is exempt from this, because the Kali Mother is here and has come to 

expose that within us which is unreal. And even as we move towards our [World] Freedom 



Conference, when this planetary confrontation in a certain respect will occur with the world 

clearances as the hand of the Kali Mother comes, if, when we do our Astreas, which we've just 

done, daily (and now we've been asked to do two sets each day) we embrace this initiatic spiral 

and we really look at the cause and core of what is coming up within us and discern by the power 

of the Holy Spirit, with objective eyes, what God is trying to say to us and what we have to deal 

with and what we have to resolve within us and we determine with a God-determination that we 

will go through it, it'll [be] like Shadrach, Meshach and Abednigo going into the furnace. They 

came out okay. But I'm sure that there was a certain sense of pause and wonder before they 

entered the fire to know whether they were going to make it or not. But they had the faith and 

they did it. And the Christ was there to protect and support them. 

 

            The fire of God will never kill you. The fire of God will only strip from you what is 

unreal. But when people see the fiery trials and a fiery path ahead of them they are fearful in a 

certain respect that the fire will dissolve part of their identity, when in reality it is not dissolving 

your true identity, it is enfiring that true identity. It is dissolving the unreality. But we don't know 

it and we don't see it because we all have blind spots and we all have these points on the spiral of 

maya that cloud the initiation. And it's almost like God puts this cloud and this mayic soup 

around us so that we have to have trust and faith and belief and move into that fire so that we can 

be fully purged. 

 

            If you feel like all hell is breaking loose in your world and now you just don't know 

where this stuff is coming from that you're dealing with—you're doing your Astreas, you're 

marching forward, you're charging, you feel like you're doing your best—and yet stuff is still 

coming up and you don't know how to deal with it, "join the club," Morya says, because we're all 

in this together. And what we are doing as initiates is fulfilling our role to be the first fruits, to go 

through these tests and these initiations, and to set the example of victory so that many others can 

walk in our pathway up the spiral staircase and have their victory. 

 

            Unless there be some who go through it and are willing to be purged and tested and tried 

and enfired by the Holy Spirit and by the initiatic path, then the true and clear pathway for 

thousands and even millions of souls will not be there because there will only be a few examples 

here and there of adepts who have made it, like the ascended masters. But now is the time for us 

all to become masters and to really master this path and to look within and say "Okay, God, I am 

ready, I am willing. You are capable through me. Humanly I'm not capable, but I know that you 

within me can fulfill all, and I can get through this, and together we will make it." 

 

            Laying yourself upon the altar, like Isaac before Abraham, takes a great amount of nerve 

and surrender and acceptance, and even joy. And the thing that will get you through this whole 

initiatic path is the joy of knowing that you're not any different from anybody else, we are all 

sons and daughters of God, and yet in a certain sense, as the Christian fundamentalists say, we're 

all sinners and have come short of the mark. We know that. But we also, because we have 

surrendered, embrace our Real Self. We place ourselves on the altar for the initiation, for what is 

the hard road ahead, and we say "By God's grace I will survive and I will thrive, and I will live." 

 

            I believe that we can support each other in this. We can pray for each other when we see 

a brother or sister stumble or go through a test, or temporarily seem like all hell is breaking loose 



and they just are really going through a difficult time. That's the time we need to support each 

other, not blame or judge or malign one another. But that's the time we need to help, we need to 

call up friends to say "What can I do for you? Can I pray for you, can I come over and make you 

a meal? Can I take you out to a movie to relax a little bit? Can I pray with you? Can I clean your 

home? What can I do for you?" When you serve others in this way who are going through their 

tests, when your test comes you will also receive the support and love of your brother and sister. 

 

            So I think we need buddies within The Hearts Center—those whom we can call up and 

check on each other, see how we're doing [and] pray for each other daily. And if you don't have a 

buddy you can ask for one or call up or see who's in your area and if there's nobody in your area 

then your Holy Christ Self can be your buddy or somebody can be your buddy in another state. 

 

            Get to know others. When we come to our events and we have this camaraderie and this 

fellowship and this oneness—especially when the masters release so much love and light in their 

discourses and dictations—that's the time to really bond heart to heart with all of our heartfriends 

and to make these long-lasting relationships of our initiatic chelaship and our path to God so 

tangible, so powerful and so real that we support one another in our difficult times. 

 

            Jesus prayed in the garden and he asked his disciples to go off and pray. He had to be 

alone. But they fell asleep because the initiation he was about ready to go through was so 

intense. The weight of it and the mayic soup that surrounded him was so difficult that the 

disciples just couldn't stay awake. 

 

            Well, it may be so for us, at times, that we can't stay awake. But if we rest on God's 

laurels and God's shoulders and know that God will see us through and we put our trust and faith 

in God, then we can get through it, we can stay awake during the long night, and we can have 

our victory. 

 

            So when I hear and when you hear of others who are going through difficult initiations, 

physical challenges, mental or emotional depression, that's the time that we need to support, love 

and uphold one another, call each other up and really be a community, a Hearts Center 

Community for one another. And don't get stuck in this mold of gossiping, talking about others 

and their failed tests, or in some way judging or humanly analyzing the situation. 

 

            Isn't it better when you hear of somebody going through something to just pray, right 

then and there, hold hands with your brother or sister, call on the Holy Spirit and pray with all of 

your heart for that one? That's what we need within our communities and our heartfriends groups 

and our Hearts Centers. Support, love, and the hope will come, the trust will come, the person 

will be buoyed up, they'll come out of their depression or their states of temporary lapses of 

wrong decision or bad diet or whatever the situation may be, and they'll move and they'll come 

up higher. 

 

            And what these quarterly conferences do is give you the boost of the energy for an entire 

quarter of the year from the ascended masters. So you have the light boost in your chakras and in 

your aura from all the light released at these events to see you through that next quarter of the 

year and the initiations that come during that cycle of the year. 



 

            So please, if at all possible, come physically to our events, and if you can't come 

physically then listen on the broadcast and really participate. Give it all you've got, and as we do 

this together we will have our victory. 

 

            So that is El Morya's overshadowing discourse today. Pray for one another. "Love one 

another as I have loved you," Jesus said, and Morya says it to us today.² Love one another as I 

have loved you. God bless you. Have a wonderful day. 

 

 
1.  Visit www.heartscenter.org and click on "About Us" to view the Declaration of Spiritual Freedom. You may also 

purchase a copy on page two of the artwork section of our on-line store on acid-free paper in two sizes:  8-1/2" x 

14" for $15 or large 20" x 34"version mounted on foam board for $50 plus shipping. 

 

2.  John 13:34 
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The Power of Transformative Prayer 

 

An Opportunity for Greater Connectivity with the Word Within 

Beloved Ones, 

 

            I would speak to you this day on the power of transformative prayer. The Word made 

flesh¹ is the precipitation in matter form of the vibrations of the Godhead through the sounding 

of the sound of the sacred OM. The flowering of sound through the tonal qualities of each 

alphabetic utterance of words and combinations of words as mantras is for the purpose of 

extending the voice of God into your world. And holy, transformative prayer is one aspect and 

example of the sacred science of sound through spoken words. 

 

            In all cultures and religious movements, prayer has been the cornerstone of spiritual 

practices that bind you directly to God through the stream of the Word, as above, so below. Even 

as the Word descends to you through the agency of the Holy Spirit as the frequencies of the 

Christos, the light that lighteth every man, woman and child who is born upon earth,² so that 

same light ascends as you employ the gift of Selfhood through the Christ-flame within as you 

pray. 

 

            Invocative prayer first convokes the presence of God’s beingness where you are through 

calling upon the name of God.³ Whether you utter the unutterable Word or you allow the flow of 

that Word through you in an action of speech through your throat chakra to step down the 

frequencies of the Godhead in its various manifestations of beingness through numerous sacred 

names, you tie into the perfection that that symbology of the syllables that you utter represent as 

a pure vibration of light. 

 

            The transformative power of prayer is manifest as you allow the higher tonal resonance 

of the Godhead to vibrate within your being at all levels, through every cell, every system, 

focused through your chakras and meridians, revivifying your life and then in an expressive 

manner blessing all life. If, through presence awareness, you allow the beautiful aspects of the 

Godhead in all its expressive virtues and divine qualities to flow through you in a pure stream of 

light, then the power of transformation in your world moves you day by day into higher 

consciousness. 

 

            But if there is not the fullness of awareness through a vibration of reverential devotion, 

praise and divine sublimation manifesting and resonating through your whole being, then you 

shortchange the potential power of fohat to recreate you day by day through your rituals and 



prayer sessions, beloved ones. 

 

            The quantity of transformative power through prayer that you have access to is directly 

related to the quality of your heart emanations, maximized through holy vision and then 

grounded within your living environment where you abide through the sacred throat chakra 

which squares the action of light in four dimensions of being through the sixteen petals of this 

power center. As the tonal frequencies are released in harmony and in a resounding circular and 

spherical rendering that continues to expand both outward and inward, you re-energize life 

everywhere, you receive the direct and specific radiance that you, as a God-being, require in that 

moment of holy presence. 

 

            Blessed ones, although you are a singular being in one sense, each of you is also an 

orchestra of many vibrations through the constantly spinning petals of your chakras which 

vibrate and whirl at different rates. As you purify consciousness by meditating upon the 

perfection within the white-fire core of each chakra and see the Godliness within that sacred 

center, you may employ the science of mantric sound emanations to resonate within through 

these divine contact points. And the internal orchestra may play with great synchronicity, 

harmony and beauty. But if one or another chakra is sluggish, not quite spinning in its true and 

divinely natal rate, then your prayers, songs and mantras will not affect the highest 

transformative action within you. 

 

            Therefore I come this day to begin to work with you at a more personal level if you 

would have me, to teach you, through the messenger and through some who have mastered the 

science of sound, certain nuances of this science that few of you have fully employed and 

utilized in its highest aspects. You must all become singers of the new song4 through acceptance 

first of the compassionate heart fully within. You must begin to know a higher personal 

resonance first by resolving your internal conflicts so that the divine Word, when it comes, may 

not be constricted within you each time you open your mouth and heart to pray. 

 

            The benefits of learning and intoning the ancient, fohatic chants of East and West will be 

worth the effort, beloved ones. The changes in your personal world will move you into a new 

stream of cosmic connectivity that will allow the beginnings of the music of the spheres to be 

felt, heard and then accepted within your being, first, within your heart and then expanding to 

every molecule of selfhood in God. 

 

            I am the chohan of the Word made flesh¹ within you, the master of the science of 

invocative prayer which may now begin to flow within you in a more wonderful, divine way 

than even a few short months or years ago you could ever have imagined. Begin to imagine it, to 

invoke it, to be it. 

 

            I am El Morya. And through the holy will of God it will be so! And through the name, I 

AM THAT I AM, that new song mentioned by John the Revelator will be yours to sing 

forevermore. I thank you, blessed ones, and I bid you adieu. 

            [Messenger’s comments: I consider this a landmark dictation from the Master Morya to 

whom I am very grateful for his great love for us personally that he would consider working with 



us individually in this manner. I look forward to being his instrument for whatever teaching that 

he would deliver in this sacred science in coming days and weeks and months. All that we have 

done thus far is preparatory to a new level of harmony. 

 

            Some have recently been asked to consider partaking of a voice fast. I believe that this is 

for the purpose of preparing themselves for some new frequencies that may come through their 

voice when first the voice itself is rested through silence and hopefully rests in presence at a 

higher level. It may be a discipline that each and every one of you in some way may desire to 

partake of even for a half day or a day or a couple of days—watching your words, the vibration 

of sound that you allow to flow through your throat chakra, seeing how sacred this center truly is 

and how also in an unguarded moment it can be the instrument for great darkness if we are not 

on guard and do not bless life through this sacred center. 

 

            Let us be careful that because we have used the science of sound and mantra and the 

Word to flow through us day by day that we never allow energies of darkness to be used through 

our throat chakra because they then are empowered by the thrust of light that we have 

accumulated in all the years that we have been praying. When this occurs through individuals 

who are not conscious in a moment, it is as if there is a scouring out of their throat chakra of all 

the light that has flowed through it and is completely turned to darkness and it is truly a sad state 

for that one. And it may take days, weeks and even months when a fit of rage or anger that one 

allows to come through the throat can be consumed and transmuted and that that one can come 

back to the level that they were before in presence. 

            So be very careful. Be mindful. Be gentle. Maintain harmony. And call on the law of 

forgiveness if and when this ever occurs in your life. Get on your knees. Pray that never again 

will you be the instrument for the release of vile energies rather than the voice of God from 

within.] 
 

1. John 1:14 
2. John 1:9 
3. Psalms 116:4 
4. Psalms 33:3; 144:9; Revelation 5:9; 15:3  
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The Song of the Sun 

 

Merge with the Celestial Stream of Helios and Vesta 

Dearest Hearts, 

 

            As I continue to discourse with you on the science of sound, I reveal this day a mystery. 

The primal sound of the solar system in which we live and move and have our being is the song 

of the Sun. This sacred music is the emanation through the light and sound ray of the very 

Presence of Helios and Vesta, the essence of who they are streaming forth constantly as a 

beautiful divine aria, truly the very voice of our Godparents. 

 

            Listen with me now, blessed hearts, to this sacred song that may be heard by your soul at 

inner levels. It is the music of the spheres that sustains life, your life, the life of every soul 

evolving upon all planets within this solar family. It is the sounding of the perfect sound of life 

itself in its original manifestation of God-goodness, of blessedness, of pure light-radiance. 

 

            Those of you who have entered into your own Solar Presence through inner meditation, 

contemplation and reflection upon the One Source have accessed the higher solar worlds of 

divine quintessence where the inner sound of the soul of the sun may be heard, where the all- 

pervading vibration of Buddhic peace washes upon beingness. 

 

            Those who have risen in consciousness to embrace the rays of the sun during their 

morning ritual of solar gazing may also hear the celestial strains of beingness as the turning of 

worlds, as the fire enfolding itself of our Sun-parents, which now translates into this glorious 

divine symphony, a cherished harmony that attunes hearts through the tuning rod of love back to 

the heart of God. 

 

            O soul, have you heard this celestial song of oneness within? Have you appreciated how 

beautiful is the glory of God’s beingness within the core of your own life as presence, as 

possibility, as perfect peace? Have you discerned through the inner voice the most sublime 

communication of your divine parents heart to heart with you as they dote on you to become the 

allness of who you truly are? 

 

            Come now and enter the soundless sound of solar joy and light as we rise and merge with 

this celestial stream, the pure love-wisdom of Helios and Vesta that is pulsed out ever in the 



constancy of their Divine Presence. Feel the currents of life-giving radiance that wash us clean 

again and again in this cosmic shower of light. Know the intuitive faculties of your own Solar 

Beingness one with their higher emanations which include the aromas of the spirit, the flavors 

and tastes of ineluctable light that may be yours to experience when you are tethered to the One 

through the connective cord of crystal flow, of celestial glow. 

 

            I raise the frequencies of solar cell-radiance within you now, so that you can receive the 

higher strains of the supermundane worlds and partake of God’s banquet of light during each 

divine repast, each course, each class in solar living. For God continues to release ampoules and 

megajoules of divine joy to all his children, even as he tells the ancient story of creation, 

releasing through the first rays of the dawn, glorious will, eternal gnosis, everlasting bliss and the 

blessings of cosmic Christ-fealty. 

 

            Dear hearts, I am that ray of new-blue joy and grace offered to you as protection, as 

blessing, as a divine projection of beingness that you may receive as my presence in your life 

always. I am El Morya. I am yours, you are mine and we are One. 
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Your Life Purpose Discovered within the Soundless Sound 

 

Beloved Heartfriends, 

 

            Many desire to know their life’s purpose. Few desire to know that purpose within the 

context of the will of God. And fewer still are able to let go of the human will fully to be 

absorbed into the heart of God’s will through the sacred science and art of surrender. Those who 

meditate upon God’s love, wisdom and will within, day and night, create a sacred portal for their 

life’s purpose to be fully outpictured. This process of Self-discovery may more easily manifest 

by entering the space of the soundless sound. 

 

            God has always been speaking to you within your heart. The very spark that kindles and 

maintains its constant rhythm is composed of Spirit. And this Spirit is your true nature and the 

key to your life purpose. But you may only discover your purpose and its mission if you are still 

and listen through the higher faculty of your inner ear, which can fathom and discern the 

syllables of the soundless sound. 

 

            Truly, many meditate. And after much trial and error the diligent ones who blend their 

wills with the Divine can begin to discriminate between the higher voice and the voice of the 

quasi-self. Yet few penetrate to the meanings and nuances of the ever-emanating frequencies of 

holy purpose that sing the song of beingness within the soundless sound. 

 

            Though God is no respecter of persons, yet God has great Self-respect for the essence of 

himself that he has placed within each individualized monad of being, each particle of light that 

composes the great body of the All-in-all that is the cosmos itself. And so what lacks Self-respect 

is not God. But that which recognizes the value of life itself and of holy purpose is of God. Thus 

to attune to your life purpose you must have enough Self-respect to understand your true nature, 

which is divinity itself. 

 

            The soundless sound is an enigma because it arises from stillness. And yet it is constantly 

emanating the beauty and awesomeness of God as the voice of the OM. It is like the sound of a 

singing bowl whose sound has fulfilled its purpose by reaching the ends of the cosmos and yet is 

still vibrating, though unheard by human ears. The soundless sound of your own identity in God 

is always there, even amidst the folly of a life lived in vainglory or the expressionless void of a 



soul who has abandoned holy purpose to the cacophony of many outer voices who know not the 

depths of God’s Spirit of joy and compassion. 

 

            Dear ones, to know your purpose in this moment, attune your inner ear to the soundless 

sound of the Beloved within through meditation upon the point of the emanation of the first 

sound from which all arises. You see the point of reality of Godness within just before the first 

sound was created, just before the words, “Let there be light!”1 were spoken. It is the holy breath 

of God inhaled as the soundless sound before sound was released. Your purpose is within this 

perfect stillness, this cosmic void of pure beingness in presence. 

 

            To co-create fully with God you must understand the science of the soundless sound 

because creation began with that sacred first fiat. To enter the universal Mind requires the stilling 

of the human mind to accept and perceive the higher emanations of beingness through which the 

co-creative processes are ever and everywhere occurring. 

 

To attune to the soundless sound you must enter love in its highest desire to fulfill beingness 

through the creation. 

 

            Your purpose is to co-create with God. Your purpose is to ideate something of beauty and 

divine glory through the soundless sound that now resounds through your being. Your purpose is 

to continue in this sacred Self-discovery alchemy by being present for God in all things through 

stillness and the silence of light as God’s essence within. 

 

            No matter how your life’s mission is outplayed, what is important is the presence of 

mind, heart and will that you bring into it through the co-creativity that you express as the 

soundless sound behind your work. Breathing in that holy purpose of God’s will, wisdom and 

love before each outbreath and creative expression, all that you do, think and feel will arise from 

a core of presence and beingness, from the essence of the cosmic void that existed before form as 

the formless that is the soundless sound. 

            I am El Morya. I am the One within you who is co-creating your life’s purpose within 

this sacred, spaceless presence of being. Listen now, beloved ones, to the soundless sound of that 

OM. 

 

1. Genesis 1:3 
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The Voice of Divine Reason 

 

What Would My Father/Mother God Do? 

 

Blessed Students of the Will of God, 

 

            As the first rays of the dawn appear over the horizon, let us contemplate the largesse of 

God’s eternal heart that has continued its sacred work of pulsing out the emanations of perfect 

love for eons. In the context of the path that you are all walking in the light, musing upon the 

beauty of the divine experience right within the domain of your own heart expands your ability 

to receive the glorious rays of God’s presence always. 

 

            Often the disciple of light must come to terms with a major decision on how best to apply 

the knowledge of the I AM teachings in his life. And often this process involves the practicality 

of the moment and one’s ability to attune to the voice of divine reason within. I would bring 

clarity on this subject, blessed hearts, for the diligent student must have my word on this matter 

to avoid a heap of hurt and a mountain of miscues if he is to have his victory in the light in all 

ways. 

 

            We, the ascended masters, are practical and divinely reasonable in all of our decisions 

and choices. Just as you, we often counsel with one another to determine the best possible 

options to take and the most prudent programs to initiate. We mindfully consider the results of 

our actions and directives and the potential responses and reactions of our students as well as all 

other lifestreams and evolutions upon the planet itself. We do not make major decisions without 

carefully weighing all evidence from the akashic records and seeing clearly the consequences in 

all domains of life. Snap decisions that could involve life and death matters or major traumas to 

many lives [are] simply not our way, though we are not immune to the divine directives of our 

gurus. 

 

            When we observe your decision-making processes, especially those taken on a whim 

without due mindfulness, we often chuckle at what we see occurring in your worlds as the result, 

often embroiling you in untoward situations or problematic responsibilities from which it may be 

difficult for you to disentangle yourselves. In some cases, the load of the commitment may be 

too great to bear, and the student withdraws prematurely from personal or business relationships 



before they are fully resolved or settled amicably [among] all parties whereby your karmas are 

fully allayed. 

 

            Of course in some situations it is best to allow nature to take its course, for the initiation 

is in the experience itself and of how you will react to others whom you have wronged in the past 

or how you will finally resolve age-old karmic entanglements in order to grow in mercy and 

understanding. But what I would elaborate on here involves certain situations in which you may 

become engaged that are not necessary for your soul evolution, the divine encounter or your 

highest trajectory on the path home to God. 

 

            Blessed ones, divine reason emanates from the Spirit’s experience of life in all planes of 

being and takes into account the highest possible outcomes so that the souls of all of God’s 

children can live in harmony and oneness. God, the great giver of all life, is very wise. And if 

you hitch your wagon to his star, then your pathway home will include experiences that involve 

greater levity and joy and brevity of pain and suffering rather than the reverse. Attuning to the 

voice of divine reason before every major decision in your life is a must for the conscious 

practitioner and servitor of light. 

 

            Now here’s the rub. How can one discern the voice of divine reason? For many, pausing 

to ask this one question and to then act after a time of reflection and deeper contemplation will 

surely bring about better decision making. Some have asked themselves a single question at this 

juncture, “What would Jesus do?” Or others, “What would Kuan Yin do?” Or still others, “What 

would Gautama Buddha do?” I ask you to ask, “What would my Father/Mother God do in this 

situation?” 

 

            Dear hearts, this is the question that you must ask yourself. And in this case, you may ask 

your Higher Self. For when you simply place the question on the altar of the heart of God, then 

God gives you the answer. In many cases the reply will come as very obvious, one that was 

really there all along but which you simply didn’t want to see or know because you had not 

asked the question. In other cases, after having wrestled with the various possibilities open to 

you, you will simply know that it is the correct choice. In some specific situations there may be a 

number of good or best options, and the initiation is for you to simply make your choice and then 

work through the matter at hand in order to grow through the experience that ensues. 

 

            In all cases, blessed ones, once you have made your decision, act. Move. Work to fulfill 

all that that decision now entails and allow the stream of your consciousness and the fullness of 

your being to be involved and applied in full measure in the project, the relationship or the matter 

at hand. In this way, you will not enter into the mode of human questioning and doubt 

concerning your decision that could abort the best and highest outcome available to you. You 

will be surefooted through your resolve and the universe will back your decision because you 

have commended it to God’s holy will by asking God first for his guidance and blessing. 

 

            I have been involved in God’s affairs for eons. And the legacy I have left through 

obedience to the voice of God within you have seen outplayed in the history of the Earth, in the 

work of numerous ascended master activities and movements of light and now within the 

opportunity that you have presented to you to move into a higher field of awareness, of divine 



beingness through the dispensation of The Hearts Center. Some have led the way through an 

intrepid spirit by listening to the voice of divine reason early on in their evolution. Others are 

now coming on the heels of the wayshowers and, if they muster great God-determination, will 

complete their dharmic adventure now that many of you have prepared a clear pathway home for 

them. 

 

            As you pray, chant, sing and meditate upon the first rays of the dawn, be mindful, be 

present and know that with God all things work for the good of those who commend their lives 

into his keeping,1 who ever look up and within for his inspiration and who strive to fulfill all by 

his grace and through his divine love-wisdom fires. 

 

            I am El Morya, reasoning ever within the hearts and minds of my disciples of the will of 

God. I thank you. 

 

 [Messenger’s comments: Thank you, blessed hearts, for your attentiveness and for being 

there for and with El Morya so that he could deliver this discourse of light. I am always in awe of 

the master, his great heart, his great caring for each and every one of us so that we can make 

right decisions and become who we truly are.  
 

Let us muse on the master and his purposes. Let us consider every one of the directives 

that we receive from the ascended masters that have been carefully considered before their words 

are spoken through the messenger or within our own hearts as we work with them both 

collectively and individually. Each master is a master because that one has made right decisions. 

And as Saint Germain said [that] he made two million right decisions, we can see how he 

weighed all within his heart and chose to fulfill the highest road, not always the easiest or the 

simplest but that which would bring about the greatest potential for cosmic change within the 

earth, sublimating human desire for the divine ideal. 
 

            When we work with God in mind, then all becomes clear because of our focus; and we 

are not simply spinning our wheels but we are allowing God to spin the petals of our chakras 

with his light toward his glory, toward holy purpose. Many are making decisions in this hour that 

can and will affect the destiny of communities, nations and the planet itself. Leaders in all walks 

of life—in industry, in education, the military-industrial complex, the major multinational 

corporations—have made decisions that do not reflect the holy will of God. And thus, we 

together are collectively suffering the results of their decisions. We must turn this world around 

toward the light fully by placing all within the context of holy purpose as Morya has so 

beautifully been the arbiter and the example [of] for all mankind. 
 

            Let the government be upon the shoulders of God. Let industry, commerce, 

communication, the health care system—all of these—also be also upon the shoulders of those 

who have proven the law of being and who time and again supported God, though the kings and 

those in positions of power sought only to maintain their own station of dominance. Let God-

dominion reign in all areas, but most especially within our own decision-making processes. For, 



as Saint Germain said, “To be or not to be—that is the question.” To be God where I am in the 

here and now through my choice—that is the rub. 

 

            God bless you, each one. I hope that you choose this day to serve the will of God, to be 

that will of God in action, to support the ascended masters through this movement of light and 

through the stream of their awareness that is moving through each disciple as that one opts daily 

for the highest outcome. Let us work together, let us serve together, let us strive as one holy 

body.  
 

God bless you. Have a victorious day and weekend in the Spirit and know that Morya is 

always with you, loving you through and through.] 

 

 

1. Romans 8:28 
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Join Ranks with us to Fulfill that Divine Work,  

 

the Ultimate Ascension in the Light of the Earth  

 

Beloved Sons and Daughters of the One God, 

 

            In an hour of the celebration of the Father principle of life, I come. I am your Bapu, El 

Morya, upon whom some look to you as Father. And this day I fulfill that divine principle by 

calling all of you to gather with me now in spirit in my retreat in Darjeeling where we will 

experience a short fireside chat together. 

 

            Blessed ones, a great gathering is occurring at inner levels in the heaven world as all of 

the universal Great White Brotherhood is working in consonance to prepare for the coming of 

the Kali Mother. We have met and unrolled our plans. Each one of us has our assignments and 

our specific mission to accomplish to set the stage for her great delivery of light to the Earth 

during the upcoming Freedom Conference. There is a time when all are called to the great 

banquet of light of the Lord God and this is one of those times. 

 

            Beloved Suryaji has come and admonished you to be there. And I also come this day to 

each and every one of you in your heart, to abide with you for this solstice season arising, if you 

would have me. And day by day I will speak to your heart and to your soul and communicate 

God’s great love for you, each one. And part of this communication during this cycle of Gemini 

moving into Cancer is for the purpose of preparing for the coming of the great Kali Mother. 

 

            Dear ones, you have mused on the initiatic path and some of you have read the sacred 

text, The Masters and the Path by Charles Ledbetter. This is a seminal work of the Brotherhood, 

which and every student of the light should read and study and whose teachings should become 

second nature to you. Within this text you will find key understandings of the initiatic path and 

the specific timing of the various tests that arise in the life of the disciple moving toward 

adeptship and arhatship, as well as the specific rituals that we partake of in relation to your earth 

in its solar cycling. 

 

            Summer solstice is a key time for initiates on the Path. And a timing of various tests, as 

well as the preparation for the influx of both physical and spiritual light at this sacred juncture 



cannot be overstated. In our various roles as Chohans of the Flame or World Teachers or 

Principals in delivering a ray or a teaching to the students of the light, each of us ascended ones 

fulfill a specific directive related to this key annual cycle. And I can tell you from my perspective 

that this specific Summer Solstice is key for the turning of worlds because of the propitious 

coming of the Kali Mother. 

 

            In my office as Chohan of the First Ray, I am often called to fulfill that role of Father. 

And so I come when our spiritual children require a certain thrust of light and the support that 

fathers give their offspring. Since you are all our offspring, sons and daughters of the one God, I 

release this day and bless each of you with a specific quotient of spiritual radiation so that you 

may have an added impetus of fire to prepare for your next set of initiations on the Path leading 

to your ultimate ascension in the light. 

 

            Blessed ones, the Kali Mother comes for what I would call this day, the Great Initiation. 

This type of initiation comes only once in every 26,500 years. It is a specific delivery of an ovum 

of light energy to your soul, that when seeded by the Father energies of spirit will initiate, what I 

would term, the Great Rebirth within you. This is the initiation for which many of you have been 

preparing for lifetimes. 

 

           In consultation with your twin flames and with the Great Karmic Board, you chose to be 

in embodiment at this time in order to receive this initiation and to also be one on whom God and 

the ascended masters could trust and rely to help prepare in a very physical way for many of our 

disciples to also receive this initiation. 

 

           Of course, blessed ones, we do not always tell you all that we wish to convey. And yet 

because of the challenges that many of you are experiencing in this hour with the various attacks 

upon your soul, your health, your finances and your very life, I come as your father to raise you 

up and to give you new hope and to tell you that no matter that what comes your way in terms of 

challenge and opposition, with this new perspective of the battle of light and darkness you may 

know with surety that you are valued, that your life is worth every breath and that if you truly 

knew the fullness of God’s love in a most personal way for you, that you would do all that you 

could to stay the course, to work and to strive and live every moment in this divine experience of 

oneness with God. 

 

            Truly, blessed ones, it is a dangerous time to be living upon Earth with the ongoing riding 

of the Four Horsemen and yet it is a time of great opportunity to soar into higher consciousness 

with the Great Eagle Sanat Kumara and his saints and witnesses in heaven and upon earth, as this 

great father of humanity, the Ancient of Days, comes also in his great chariot of spiritual fire to 

deliver the love of Venus to all sentient ones upon Earth, even as he prepares for the great rebirth 

within each of his children. 

 

            Some have documented their understanding of the potential increase in mankind of the 

spiritual DNA strands, chromosomal components that the lightbearers now have available within 

them in their soul evolution. Whether you define it in these or other terms, it is true that the 

Lords of Karma work with the Solar Lords at specific cosmic intervals to bring a greater 

initiation of light to those members of the Universal Great White Brotherhood in the Earth—



those of you who know of our mission, our sacred work, who would join ranks with us to fulfill 

that divine purpose to which we all embodied and vowed to fulfill: the ultimate ascension in the 

light of the Earth herself. 

 

            Blessed hearts, the seminal work of your lifestream is highlighted within the greater 

mission of us all. And part of this mission during this cycle is to prepare for the Kali Mother’s 

coming and to move heaven and earth to see to it that as many as possible come physically to 

receive the great initiation and the transfer of spiritual fire from her heart directly. I do not know 

how I or any other ascended master may convey it any more plainly to you, but these are the 

spiritual facts, beloved ones. 

 

            Yes, it is true that part of me will be there to honor the work of my beloved messengers 

Mark and Elizabeth Prophet during the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Summit 

Lighthouse in 1958. For where I am called and welcomed I answer and release my love. But I 

can tell you that the greater portion of my being and spiritual radiance will be right with my 

adventurous ones who have not spurned who I am, but who have moved with the new-blue 

frequencies of the spirit that now flow through my heart body, my light body, who will be 

physically present at our Freedom Conference at Big Sky in Montana. 

 

            We honor your free will decisions to go where you may, to attend various teachers’ 

presentations who claim to speak for us and to gain whatever spiritual radiance you may through 

their deliveries. Your progress or lack thereof directly relates to your choices; and of course we 

honor your choices. However, to put things into perspective, if you simply look at what I have 

personally invested within this new dispensation, as well as what beloved Mother Mary, Jesus, 

Lord Maitreya, Lanello, Omraam, Lady Kristine, Saint Germain and Portia, Lord Lanto, the 

Maha Chohan, the beloved Kuan Yin and many others have invested, you would well consider 

your choices and where you would invest the greatest portion of your life energies, abundance 

and support in order to move forward our plans through the most current, vital and magnanimous 

dispensation that we have in this hour, this movement known as The Hearts Center. 

 

            I will reveal more at the Freedom Class that will give you a newer and greater perspective 

on this issue, beloved ones, for I would not unveil all today. Cycles are turning [for] the intrepid 

ones who would deliver the great light of freedom emanating through beloved Saint Germain and 

Portia and their emissaries to the Earth. I come and I speak directly to your heart. You know who 

you are. I know who are. And the God-light within you may abide in fullness as you accept my 

presence, my love for you. 

 

            This is my Father’s Day message to my own. May the peace of the Presence of God be 

with you always, blessed hearts. I thank you. 
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Expressing the Word as the Christic Light, Who You Are 

 

 

 

We Would Have the Fullness of the Word that You Speak  

 

Be Empowered by the Aura of God, Your Solar Presence 

 

Blessed Heartfriends, 

 

 I come again this day to discourse with you on the sacred Word. Consider the language of 

the angels, of the coursing of their consciousness through a stream of light that is translated as 

the music of their meditation upon the Godhead. Some have termed this ancient language 

Senzar.¹ And you may perceive even in this word the sensing of the star-fire love of the One that 

is focused through the orifice of their throat chakras, which pulse out the frequencies of the Spirit 

through the perfect voice of blessedness. 

 

 Every angel and masterful being in the heaven world understands the concept of the 

Word, of how that Word as the Christos, the Christ essence of all life, may flow in a limitless 

stream of sacred presence to bless, to raise and elevate, to nurture and heal, to perform the sacred 

dance of God’s vision of beingness through all life. Truly when you have become that Word, 

then the flow, through your throat chakra, of perfect speech may ensue—that which you speak is 

true; that which you sing resonates with a new purity from on high as your voice blends with the 

divine ones to express that Word as the Christic light, who you are. 

 

 The sacred science of sound, [which] many of you have come to understand through your 

givingness of that word in mantra, chant, prayer and decree, is one that has truly graced your life 

with greater appreciation of this sacred center of your throat. How beautiful are the words of the 

master and those who have mastered the emotions that often flow through their voice as a single 

stream of presence. How sublime is the song of the soul and the Sun Presence within that soul of 

the one who truly emulates the Source of all life through holy beingness in the Now. How 

gracious is the offering through words of purity that stream from the very consciousness of the 

Divine One, through the wisdom teaching that comes to impress the ancient knowledge of Solar 

beingness [upon] all life through all who have elevated consciousness and accepted the totality of 

God right within their being. 



 

 As I have said, at times your aura speaks volumes more than your words; and yet we 

would have the fullness of the word that you speak be empowered by the aura of God, your Solar 

Presence, who is the true you. Those who speak from a point of unreality words of despair, of 

antipathy, of blame and darkness do not emulate the Godhead through the sacred center entrusted 

to them for the scientific application [of speech] whereby that which they speak is meant to 

anchor in the dimension in which they live the very thoughts and musings of God. But for those 

who understand that life is sacred and that every word that they utter must have meaning, joy, 

presence, a gift from the heart to all to whom it is spoken, there is the acceleration of 

consciousness even as the words come forth. And the great heartstream that flows through every 

chakra, accelerated through the throat, when one’s being is poured out through the conscious 

application of that word truly blesses all life in the very process of this miracle manifestation that 

you call speech. 

 

  The wise ones often study a number of languages, and through the impressions that flow 

through their consciousness of life lived in a number of domains and from various viewpoints, 

they have a greater appreciation and understanding of cultures everywhere, of the very heart fires 

of peoples who experience life from a different vantage point of reality. This is helpful for the 

evolution of those who [have this ability, for they] can [then] understand many other 

heartfriends, the other sheep of whom Jesus spoke. 

 

 Yes, Senzar is the language of the angels that all human idioms must one day give way to 

as you ascend to the highest heights of beingness. All languages dissolve into the one Word that 

is the Christos, the crystal stream of God’s Presence that emanates through that Word. Yet upon 

earth, for greater understanding, the gift of the Holy Spirit through communication of tongues 

and the interpretation of tongues is required of our new age messengers of the Spirit. For we use 

the chakras of those who, in effect, mediate at your level of comprehension for us to inculcate 

within the human race that highest application of the science of sound and of the Word. And the 

vibration that flows through this Word is received by the soul, no matter what language is spoken 

outwardly, and the reverence and presence of our sacred givingness to you, each one, may be 

felt, may be accepted fully as, from a point of reference of listening grace and stillness, our 

sendings are known within the heart-mind connection and the very soul of the disciple. 

 

 O holy ones, many of you have practiced the science of invocation for decades, and yet 

there is still opportunity for you to enrich your lives through the study of the word, through 

language, by using various tools as you read our discourses and dictations, by having as 

references your sacred scriptures East and West, your dictionaries and thesauruses, even your 

reference books of translations into other languages. For the current language that you use 

is composed of words of many languages, past and present, even streaming from the Latin and 

Greek and from the ancient Vedic word and tradition, even the Sanskrit, which is so close to the 

original word uttered by Adam Kadmon eons ago. 

 

            Understand the alphabet of the Word and that which is spoken in heaven through a most 

beautiful telepathic rendering of pure knowingness, [and] you may come to terms with the flow 

of that Word through your own spirit. And within the sacred art of the transfer of understanding 

through your communication, the beauty and the grace of who you are as a Solar being in the 



becoming and in the accepting may more wonderfully manifest in your life. To care for each 

word that you speak brings you to the point of greater beingness. Consider this concept, blessed 

ones, this day of caring for that which comes through you. For just as thoughts are things, words 

co-create in mater; and we know that the conscious ones would only co-create words as things of 

beauty, of perfection, of glory. 

 

            It is as if your soul and spirit could have before you a tablet and you would write that 

which you would speak first upon this tablet, making sure that all which you would say comes 

from a point of balance, of appreciation, of glorifying God within all, never denigrating or in any 

way compromising the light within you, even as, at times, [you do not] perceive [it] fully 

manifest in [yourself or] others. So take care that all that you speak arises from a point of peace, 

a point of grace, the very point of God deep within your heart. This is my message this day to 

those who are moving in the stream of the Word, of ascending the spiral formula of light 

whereby the lost chord may be yours again, the lost Word fully becomes you as you become that 

Word. 

 

 I am the Christ incarnate within you as blue-fire joy—as you accept it, my dear friends, 

my holy servitors of light. I thank you. 
 
 
 
1.  Senzar is the name of an ancient language using symbology that was referenced by Helena Blavatsky in The 

Secret Doctrine and Isis Unveiled.  She apparently considered Senzar to be a sacred language that was used by 

adepts of the ancient mystery schools in the Orient and in other advanced, ancient cultures. 
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Fulfilling Your Reason for Being the Word 

 

 

 

A Dispensation: Your Holy Christ Self Will Be the Regulator  

 

of That Which Flows through Your Chakras 

 

 

Beloved Students of the I AM Word, 

 

 Do you understand the Word, who you are? Have you accepted this day the lost chord of 

your connection with your God Presence fully within such that you may move into a new station 

along your pathway and venture and, from this reference point, experience God’s Presence 

where you are always? Your crystal cord is the Christic connection of the Word for you 

personally. And through this sacred, streaming vessel of light, you have access moment by 

moment [to] the Holy One, the All in all, your God Presence through the mediatorship of the 

Word as the Christ. 

 

 When you speak words of appreciation and love, upliftment and beneficence to all, the 

light of your Christ Presence flows through you and there is the enfiring of that crystalline 

energy that descends by the purity of the Word, who you are. But when you give pause for 

another cause which is not fully light, then the stream flowing through that crystal connection is 

sullied. But in this case it creates a backflow and a stopping and a plugging up of that clear 

connection with your Source such that there must then come the flushing out of that plug in some 

way, whereby you may again experience the flow of light through the connection to your 

Presence. 

 

 Some of you do not feel the fire and the radiation and the strong connection with your 

Presence. And this is because over a number of lifetimes you have given cause [and your power] 

to other voices, other energies, frequencies not fully of the Spirit, but of the lesser self. How can 

you then clear all [in] such [a way] that the connection may be true, the flow abundant and the 

grace that you receive as inspiration, divine direction, guidance and clarity of vision [may be] 

yours forever? The equation is simply that you must be cleaned up. And for many of you this 

involves, first, the clearing of the records of the misuse of your emotional body through your 



voice, through your words. 

 

 The science of the spoken word has been given unto you in order that you may purify the 

stream flowing through your throat chakra, especially through the giving of violet-fire prayers 

and mantras, decrees and songs. When you have reached a certain point in this sacred process of 

the clearing of this chakra, which is one that can be a great boon for you if utilized fully by your 

Christ Presence, you can move into higher consciousness; and from a higher reference point, a 

greater stream and flow may occur through you such that you yourself become a vessel, a 

fountain of light for many heartstreams, many lifestreams across the Earth. 

 

 But it is the direction of the Lords of Karma, your personal sponsoring master and the 

chohans of the rays that there first of all be for you a greater action of light within your own aura 

and forcefield before you can be fully utilized in this way, blessed ones. We have admonished 

some of you to consider stepping back from focusing on sending your energies to the world 

through your prayer sessions until there is a certain balance and harmony, a stronger connection 

between you and your Source [so] that you do not send out untoward energies to the planet 

because of the amplification factor of praying with others in these holy sessions. So we have 

come giving you keys through meditation, the science of pranayama, of fire breathing. And 

Djwal Kul and Kuthumi have worked with you in this way, even with your subconscious and 

psychology, such that one day, having cleared all, you [can] then be a clear vessel of light for 

many more upon Earth. 

 

 This day the dispensation granted, by your faithfulness to this cause, is that your Holy 

Christ Self will be the regulator, the administrator of that which flows through you and comes 

forth from your mouth, your chakras [so] that the greater portion of what you invoke may, if 

necessary, go toward the clearing of your own being first and foremost. And then and only when 

there is balance, harmony and wholeness within your own being will that which you invoke go 

forth to sustain more upon Earth.  

 

 This is, blessed ones, a dispensation of grace and mercy [to ensure] that you do not make 

karma when you misqualify the energies that you have invoked in your sessions—going out from 

here and then, through a lack of awareness, presence, positivity or simply humility, 

misqualifying that which has been bestowed and offered unto you, even through the support of 

others who are participating in these sessions, both physically here and on the broadcast. The 

dynamic of this equation will also be regulated by the chohans of the rays, who are the authority, 

at a certain level, for the Earth and its evolutions in governing the distribution of the frequencies 

of the rainbow rays upon Earth. 

 

 With this understanding, we admonish you all to consider how first and foremost every 

day there must be the securing of yourself fully in the light, in harmony, in balance. For some of 

you this will require taking time even before coming here to meditate in silence, to go deep 

within and work on the subtle currents and energies within your being, resolving certain internal 

conflicts or those with others. For, blessed ones, you cannot move into adeptship, arhatship, 

mastership in the highest sense until you have this balance of harmony within your four lower 

bodies, within your being. 

 



 As you listened to the voice of the young man who sang a beautiful rendition of “The 

Lost Chord”, could you feel the sensitivity of his heart, the development of his heart and of his 

connection to a certain avenue of light because of the discipline of his body, his voice in studying 

music in this way? Those of you who have studied music and understand the various scales, the 

progressions that occur as the tonal qualities of the melody line flow up and down and all around 

can sense the spirit’s musings through the voice, through the word, through the lyrics spoken, 

which may be the very voice divine speaking through the singer. 

 

 See yourselves as instruments of the Divine One in this way, whereby every decree and 

mantra is a holy song or offering to the Divine One, gently and lovingly expressed, joyfully and 

heartfully rendered with great presence of mind, peace within the solar plexus and a power 

flowing though that throat chakra whereby the melody ascends to the very heights of heaven, is 

commingled with the voices of angels and is heard at the very throne of God. That which you 

offer as your voice is a part of the expression of the totality of who you are. And as you evolve in 

consciousness, your co-creativity and the magnanimous offerings through your voice may be 

more fully representative of the attainment that you are securing and the great love, wisdom and 

power in balance that you are upholding as you meditate always upon the light and also emanate 

always that light. 

 

 I am that Word—as the frequency who you know as El Morya—for the Earth. In great 

joy I have come through a simple message to you this day. And through a repository of the Spirit 

that I have garnered over centuries and eons of your time, I now offer my blessing and the grace 

of the Spirit to the true-blue ones who are fulfilling their reason for being, their reason for being 

the Word—the Christ in action through the science of sound, [through] the music of the spheres 

through the voice, through mindfulness and the thrust of light in this sacred art. 

 

 O holy ones, rise, fulfill [your reason for being] and be that Word. I thank you. 
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Your Keynote Manifest through the Divine Symphony 

 

Blessed Spiritual Family, 
 

            The intent of God is that all realize their full divine nature. This comes through 

identification with the ideals of Oneness outpictured through a life of the practical application of 

Spirit’s universal exercise of will, wisdom and love. As you enter this sacred point of God Self-

realization, then life has meaning in its fullest sense. 

            The discourses that I have released on the Word and the sounding of the soundless sound 

of being are given so that you may fully identify with the Word who you truly are and who you 

may at last become in all points of being within. Unless and until you can embrace this 

acceptance of your divinity right within the chalice of your daily life, you cannot fully realize the 

allness of your personal keynote of glory in God. 

             Each soul has a song that must be sung, a voice that must be heard as the essence of the 

message that God implanted within the seed ideation of being in the beginning. This keynote is 

your personal expression of the individualization of the crystalline energies of light that no one 

else may bring forth but which is one facet of God’s eternal being as the entire cosmos itself. 

            At various junctures in your evolution, the Lord of the universe plays your harmonic 

scale, and you may be drawn up into a greater celestial song that is truly an accompaniment to 

the grand symphony of all life. And in that hour it is your personal solo as an aria of living light 

that may come forth beautifully to complete the greater orchestral rendition of the music of the 

spheres in all planes of being, in all versing of the voice of the Cosmic One. 

            This keynote of your essential nature is the glory of your being manifest through your 

divine plan, your sacred mission or dharma. And when you find that key signature and the 

harmonic scaling of the truth of your core, then all comes into alignment, higher vision is opened 

and a new portal into infinity is available for your solar evolution. 

            Some have heard the music of the spheres and been moved to tears to feel the ecstatic 

frequencies of pure light and love through the angelic voices that move worlds within worlds, 

that are the vibrations that actually create all worlds. For the Word was in the Beginning1 and 

without that Word none of all that is would be. Each voice of the eternal choir is an aspect, a 



personal expression of the Word as the universal Christ Consciousness, composed of all 

individual Christs, all God-realized beings. 

            The purpose of intoning through sacred chant and mantra the OM as well as other 

Buddhic seed syllables and celestial sounds is to re-key your being into the eternal Word. For 

each one, that entry point may be different, but by allowing the sound of oneness to flow through 

your voice, where the strings of your vocal chords begin to vibrate to a specific tone and syllabic 

structure, the keynote of your light essence may once more manifest, and the music of the 

spheres may be heard at all points of the universe because you are a part of that divine score. 

            When any awakened one prays, sings, strikes the cymbal or drum or plays any instrument 

with an intention of allowing the uni-verse to manifest where that one is, the Word is once again 

voiced and all keynotes are then heard, just as when one tuning fork is struck, all others also 

begin to vibrate and are entrained to the divine symphony of which that specific instrument is a 

part. 

            To know your place within the score that the Divine Maestro conducts requires presence 

and attunement, keeping the rhythm as the sacred wand is waved, following the beat and the 

cadence of his direction. To maintain a connection through your attention upon the conductor to 

all other members of the symphony so that all blends into a perfect presentation requires great 

focus and self-mastery. This is the discipline of the true disciples of the Word that results in a 

beautifully coordinated and wonderfully executed recording of picture-perfect presence, all on 

pitch, or on key! 

            Dear hearts, I use this analogy to bring to you who are rising in consciousness an 

awareness of just how important each of you is to the divine music of this age. If the first chair 

within any area of the orchestra is vacant, there is a void that must be filled by another so that the 

full score may manifest and the original intent of the composer fulfilled. Therefore, fulfill your 

reason for being, make your spiritual notations, learn your piece and play with cosmic abandon 

and with all your heart your keynote so that the Lord of all life may then compose new and 

greater symphonies of beauty and grace for all! 

            I am El Morya. I have voiced the Word who and where I AM. Now it is your turn and 

your time, O blessed ones! I thank you. 

 

 

1. John 1:1  
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Speak, Lord, for Thy Servant Heareth! 

Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth!
1
 Dearest ones, this is a fiat that you can give when you 

require a word from God of guidance in your life. It is a command that you can make when there 

is any doubt as to the course that you should take when you are at the “Y” of making any 

decision that could affect your work, your mission, your family, your world and any major 

questions that could influence the rest of your life. 

 

            Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth! These words spoken with intention and humility 

immediately stir the ethers and create a portal of light through which God answers because you 

have surrendered your will to his. In abiding within your office and status as a servant of the 

Lord and proclaiming that you are set to receive his reply, directive or assignment, a flowfield of 

grace is established around you that initiates a response as an immediate answer, as a reaction to 

the action sent forth through your voice. 

 

            Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth! These six words are the byword of the ministering 

one who has completed one assignment and is ready for the next, who from a point of stillness as 

listening grace eagerly waits upon the Lord. It gives the authority of the Divine One to act in 

your world, in your life and in your immediate awareness in the here and now. 

 

            Although the words may be said within the silence of the soul in deep, reverent 

contemplation, in silent meditation upon the divine ideal, you may also choose to animate what 

you aver by lighting the wick of your intent with the fire and power of the spoken word. This 

launches your intention through desire high into the etheric planes because, as a son or daughter 

of God, you are vested with the authority to proclaim it and to “command ye me”
2
 as the Lord 

has said. 

 

            Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth! is a call to action that binds your soul to the Spirit 

because the Lord is the “Law of the Word” who may now act in your life because you have 

officially authorized him to do so! 

Speak, Lord, for thy servant heareth! 

 

Where you send me, I will go! There the Great I AM will flow! 

 

Everywhere your voice I’ll know! As I serve, your light will grow! 

 

Through my heart your grace bestow! Seeds of Presence I now sow! 



 

            Beloved ones, these are the words of the Christed ones who have, through identification 

with the Source, the Father-Mother God, merged their wills with the will of God, the love of God 

and the wisdom of God. By invitation of your will, heart and mind God accepts your RSVP and 

delivers his sacred gift of beingness as the Word of Christ Consciousness right within the domain 

of your being, one with his. It cements the sacred tryst between the divine and the human, 

unifying all, bonding Being with being in the oneness of the All-in-all. 

 

            If you would train your children as well as the inner children of your soul to be obedient 

to the voice of God, teach them this sacred command and prayer. It is supplemental to “The 

Lord’s Prayer” which is also a command. You may title it “The Word’s Prayer,” for in it you are 

proclaiming the Word where you are. 

 

            Blessed ones, this message concludes my discourses on the Word for this moment, 

though I would come again to deliver other discourses on subjects relevant to the New Blue 

frequencies of Alpha and the light of God that always prevails within the lives of the disciplined 

ones, those spirited adherents to the Law of the One. 

            I am El Morya and my word sings in the voices of these, O God, day and night. So be it. 

We are One! 

 

1. I Samuel 3:9 

 

2. Isaiah 45:11 
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